The Laxo System
– The flexible system
for reliable load securing

Swedish Quality
Since 1947
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faith in the future.

Laxo aluminium
support
These supports have a low dead
weight and come either as mid
or end supports. You can simply
move and replace the supports
on your vehicles and trailers as required. There is also a wide range
of accessories which allow the
construction to adapt, evolve
and change with your needs.

Laxo steel
supports
With a special tempered steel
we have developed supports
that can withstand extreme loads
and knocks without deforming
– despite a lower weight.

A complete,
High quality
flexible system for a long life
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Load anchoring
The Laxo casing is completely
round and can easily be fitted
onto a platform or the end of
a bunk. They come in different
sizes for different needs and fit
our ADR-approved container
fastenings, anchoring loops and
steel or aluminium supports.
We can also offer directly
mounted anchoring
loops that can easily
be moved beneath
the platform to leave
it completely flat.

